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ROBOTIC WARFARE IN 
AFGHANISTAN AND PAKISTAN   
 
FOR WHOM DOES THIS BELL TOLL?  
 

 

This informative discussion paper, on an important topic, was researched and written by 
Jenny Gerrand in December 2010. The author is a member of the Medical Association for 
Prevention of War, Australia (MAPW). 

See also the two-page fact sheet on the MAPW website (www.mapw.org.au) 

 

 

 

America now deploys 12,000 remote controlled unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs), and 7,000 unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAVs) in the so-called ’Afghanistan war’.  UAVs are the main visible sign of the US military presence in 
Pakistan.  “Drones” is the term commonly used for armed UAVs. 

This mass presence of warfare robots, and new US military research into the potential of drones to autonomously 
launch weapons,1 resembles the fictional world of Isaac Asimov’s novel ‘I, Robot’2, where humans not only co-exist 
with, but also hand over responsibility to robots for life-and-death decisions.3

The US is not alone in developing and using robotic warfare: in 2010 the Australian military established a UAV facility 
in Afghanistan, run jointly with the Canadian military.

   

4

 

  

 

                                                 
1 For example the British-manufactured Mantis, an autonomous drone which is not ‘piloted‘ via a video screen as is the Reaper  – 

   instead a flight pattern is pre-programmed into the aircraft that can carry 12 air-to-ground missiles. 
2 Isaac Asimov, I Robot, Oxford University Press, 1979. 
3 This, and much of the information about drones in this article, is from P. W. Singer, Wired for War, New York, The Penguin 

   Press, 2010. 
4 ipolitics.ca/.../canada-helped-get-aussie-drones-off-the-ground-in-afghanistan, 5 January 2011. 

http://www.mapw.org.au/�
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SYMPTOMS 

The use of UAVs in Afghanistan and Pakistan is of 
concern for a number of reasons: 

i. the secrecy around the number of innocent 
civilians being killed by drones;  

 
ii. the lack of transparency around decisions 

regarding killing targets;  
 

iii. the targeting of specific individuals, 
amounting to summary or arbitrary 
execution;   

 
iv. the technological unreliability of drones;  

 
v. the likelihood that remote control operators 

are being lured into an inhumane 
“playstation” mentality;  

 
vi. the control of the US system for secret UAV 

targets by their Executive, not the democratic 
government, with responsibility for decisions 
about secret UAV targeted killing missions 
resting with the head or deputy head of the 
CIA;5

 
   

vii. the view that armed drones when deployed in 
areas which are not official conflict zones, 
violate universal human rights; 

 
viii. plans afoot by the US military to develop 

drones which can carry nuclear weapons;6

 
  

ix. plans afoot by the US military to develop 
drones which can launch weapons 
autonomously, without human overview;  and  

 
x. the intense and growing grievance about 

armed drones among Afghani, Pakistani and 
other networks. This includes extremist 
terrorist networks, and is creating a 
hardening of enmity, coalescings around 
extremists, and increasing cycles of violence. 

                                                 
5 P. W. Singer interview on The 7.30 Report, ABC television, 

October 2010.  In fact, according to The UN Special Rapporteur 

on Extra-Judicial Killings, Philip Alston, May 2010 report ‘Study 

on Targeted Killings’ at 

http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/.../A.HRC

.14.24.Add6.pdf,  the head of the CIA decides the UAV targets. 
6 Chris Cole, Mary Dobbing and Amy Hailwood, ‘Convenient 

Killing.  Armed Drones and the ‘Playstation’ Mentality,’ 

 www.for.org.uk/files/drones-conv-killing.pdf. 

These concerns have stimulated the view that 
armed drones pose a unique danger. They have 
inspired a campaign by the Fellowship of 
Reconciliation, England (FoR) and Pax Christi UK, for a 
public, thorough and open investigation into these 
issues.  

  

Key references 
 
Details about drones and the campaign, are provided 
in the FOR article ‘Convenient Killing. Armed Drones 
and the “Playstation Mentality.”7  Further reliable 
information about drones is presented by Peter 
Bergen and Katherine Tiedemann from New American 
Foundation, in their article: ‘The Year of The Drone’,8 
the globalsecurity.org article on the MQ-9 Reaper,9 
and P. W. Singer’s recently published book Wired For 
War.10  International human rights issues of drones 
are clearly articulated in the May 2010 report ‘Study 
on Targeted Killings,’ by the UN Special Rapporteur on 
Extra-Judicial Killings, Philip Alston, assisted by Hina 
Shamsi of the Project on  Extrajudicial Executions of 
the Centre for Human Rights and Global Justice, New 
York University of Law.11  An excellent discussion 
paper on Afghanistan "What other response might we 
have to the 9/11 attacks? A review of the Afghanistan 
war, 2001-2010" by psychiatrist Dr. Peter Wigg, is at 
mapw.org.au.12

 

  This background paper includes 
discussion on drones in Afghanistan and Pakistan. It 
provides a thumb-nail sketch of the longer-reaching 
historical trajectory culminating in the development 
of this aspect of robotics warfare, highlights some 
psychological issues around the deployment of 
warfare robots, and asks what the broader outcomes 
of this war will be.  

                                                 
7 Ibid. 
8 www.newamerica.net/drones. This web-site is regularly up-

dated. 
9 http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/systems/aircraft/mq-9-

specs.htm. 
10 Singer, op. cit. 
11 The UN Special Rapporteur on Extra-Judicial Killings, Philip 

Alston, May 2010 report ‘Study on Targeted Killings’ at 

http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/.../A.HRC

.14.24.Add6.pdf. 
12 The pdf can be downloaded. http://www.mapw.org.au , →    

‘Conflicts by region’, → ‘Middle East’, → ‘MAPW Afghanistan 

   Discussion Paper, June 2010’;   or: 

→http://www.mapw.org.au/download/mapw-discussion-

paper-june-2010.  

http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/.../A.HRC.14.24.Add6.pdf�
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/.../A.HRC.14.24.Add6.pdf�
http://www.for.org.uk/files/drones-conv-killing.pdf�
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/.../A.HRC.14.24.Add6.pdf�
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/.../A.HRC.14.24.Add6.pdf�


 3 
ROBOTICS WARFARE HARDWARE 

Robotics war hardware deployed in Afghanistan 
involves remote controlled UGVs — lawn-mower 
sized ground-crawling tanks called PackBots and 
Talons — and UAVs (drones).  Justification given for 
using UGVs and UAVs includes the saving of 
American, allied and Afghani lives, and greatly 
reducing the number of American soldier body-bags 
sent home.   

PackBots and Talons are especially useful for defusing 
incendiary explosive devices (IEDs), and their capacity 
to scan, photo, crawl into caves, climb stairs, carry 
explosives, and backtrack. In Afghanistan, many 
American soldiers have become reliant upon these 
robots as aids to their work.    

Historically, drones were first used as aerial 
reconnaissance vehicles, with air balloons used in 
France in 1794. The development of the camera in 
1814, saw kites and pigeons used as aerial 
reconnaissance vehicles for war waging and defence.  
Technological advances in photography, the 
aeroplane, and radar scanners, fast-forwarded 
capacities.  By the early 1980s the Central Intelligence 
Agency and the Pentagon were experimenting with 
reconnaissance drones. In the 1990s the CIA bought 
five drones (now called “Gnats”) from Leading 
Systems Inc., a firm owned by Abraham Karem, 
former chief designer for the Israeli Air Force.13   
Karem agreed to produce a quiet engine for the 
vehicle, which had until then sounded like "a 
lawnmower in the sky”. The new development 
became known as the "Predator".14  In 2001 Predator 
was given the capacity to carry bombs. The MQ-9 
Reaper drone was produced to replace the smaller 
and less capable Predator: the MQ-9 Operations 
System, developed ‘in response to the Department of 
Defense request for Global War on Terrorism 
initiatives’  was granted official US approval in June 
2003.15

                                                 
13 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Atomics_MQ-

1_Predator#cite_note-4#cite_note-4. 

   

14 Gopal, Anand, "The most deadly US foe in Afghanistan", 

Christian Science Monitor, May 31, 2009.  From:  

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Atomics_MQ-

1_Predator#cite_note-4#cite_note-5. 
15 http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/systems/aircraft/mq-9-

specs.htm. 

Drones now come in scores of different designs. 
They can remain in the air for up to forty hours.  
Equipped with either very sensitive radar and 
scanners for surveillance and intelligence, or with 
radar, missiles, and bombs for lethal attack,16  
sometimes four or five surveillance drones 
accompany an armed drone during a raid.   Drones 
are used to protect ground troops against enemy 
forces during a raid, for surveillance of an area, and 
‘in pre-planned missions to conduct targeted killings 
of suspected militants.’17

In 2004 the US Intelligence Reform and Prevention of 
Terrorism Act created the office of the Director of 
National Intelligence, (DNI). This change put a person 
with military experience in charge of management 
and leadership of the US intelligence community, with 
the DNI and/or deputy usually a four-star general or 
admiral. This theoretically gave the intelligence 
community a more coordinated role in US military 
activities.

    

18

Philip Alston’s UN Special Rapporteur Report on 
Extra-Judicial Killings informs that  

   

The United States has used drones and 
airstrikes for targeted killings in the armed 
conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq, where 
the operations are conducted (to the 
extent publicly known) by the armed 
forces. The US also reportedly adopted a 
secret policy of targeted killings soon after 
the attacks of 11 September 2001, 
pursuant to which the Government has 
credibly been alleged to have engaged in 
targeted killings in the territory of other 
States. The secret targeted killing program 
is reportedly conducted by the Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA) using “Predator” 
or “Reaper” drones, although there have 
been reports of involvement by special 
operations forces, and of the assistance of 
civilian contractors with the 
implementation of the program. . . .  

                                                 
16 Ibid. 
17 Peter W. Singer, ‘Military Robots and the Laws of War,’ 

Brookings, Winter 2009,  

http://www.brookings.edu/articles/winter_robots_singer.aspx. 

accessed 23.08.10, cited in ‘Convenient Killing.’ 
18 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Director_of_National_Intelligence 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_Intelligence_Agency�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_Intelligence_Agency�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Pentagon�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reconnaissance�
http://www.csmonitor.com/2009/0601/p10s01-wosc.html�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Science_Monitor�
http://www.brookings.edu/articles/winter_robots_singer.aspx.%20accessed%2023.08.10�
http://www.brookings.edu/articles/winter_robots_singer.aspx.%20accessed%2023.08.10�


 4 
The CIA reportedly controls its fleet of 
drones from its headquarters in Langley, 
Virginia, in coordination with pilots near 
hidden airfields in Afghanistan and 
Pakistan who handle takeoffs and 
landings. The CIA’s fleet is reportedly flown 
by civilians, including both intelligence 
officers and private contractors (often 
retired military personnel) . . .  

There is reportedly a list of targets 
approved by senior Government 
personnel, although the criteria for 
inclusion and all other aspects of the 
program are unknown. The CIA is not 
required to identify its target by name; 
rather, targeting decisions may be based 
on surveillance and “pattern of life” 
assessments. 

The military also has a target list for 
Afghanistan. A Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee Report released on 10 August 
2009 disclosed that the military’s list 
included drug lords suspected of giving 
money to help finance the Taliban.  
According to the report, “[t]he military 
places no restrictions on the use of force 
with these selected targets, which means 
they can be killed or captured on the 
battlefield . . . standards for getting on the 
list require two verifiable human sources 
and substantial additional evidence.19

The US Air Force (USAF) drones deployed in 
Afghanistan, are launched manually by ground troops, 
and controlled via satellite communication from Nellis 
and Creech USAF bases in the Nevada Desert, about 
12,000 km away.   At the air bases, three people 
sitting at a computer screen operate each drone:

 

20

                                                 
19 The UN Special Rapporteur on Extra-Judicial Killings, Philip 

Alston, May 2010 report ‘Study on Targeted Killings’ at    

  
one flies the drone, one ‘controls and monitors the 
cameras and sensors which stream images back to 
the operator’s screens in real time via satellite, while 

http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/.../A.HRC

.14.24.Add6.pdf.paras. 18-20, pp. 7-8. 
20 http://www.for.org.uk/files/drones-conv-killing.pdf. 

a third person is in contact with the ’customers’, 
ground troops, and commanders in the war zone.’21

Drones are now a main aerial vehicle, and major 
feature of modern war, and their production is 
increasing.  At least 40 countries – including Britain, 
Canada, Germany, China, South Korea, India, Chile, 
Turkey, Germany, Georgia, Mexico, Singapore, 
France, Turkey, and Brazil  – are now using or 
developing drones imported from Israel.  NATO used 
surveillance drones in the Balkans conflict. Israel used 
drones in Lebanon in 1982 and 1996 to guide piloted 
fighter bombers to targets; and used armed drones in 
Gaza.. 

   

The drone is particularly useful for circumnavigating 
difficult Afghanistan terrain, for which Britain now 
deploys at least five armed drones,22  with several 
others in development. In 2010 the Australian 
government pressured the military to establish a UAV 
facility in Afghanistan. Responding to this pressure, 
the Australian military leased some Heron drones 
from private Canadian defence contractor 
MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates Ltd., and the 
Canadian military trained the Australian drone pilots.  
These Heron drones are now deployed in a jointly 
operated Australian-Canadian UAV facility at 
Kandahar airport, from which Australian pilots have 
flown missions in support of Canadian troops. 23

Despite the drone’s state-of-the-art technology and 
“super-weapon” status, however, there are regular 
reports of “technical difficulties”.  These include 
intelligence errors – sending drones to wrong targets 
– and malfunctioning – including missiles misfiring, 
and drones crashing.

   

24

And drone intelligence is limited. A drone can discern 
a warm and hence recently-fired gun carried by a 
human, and kill the person carrying that gun. It 
cannot discern whether that gun had been fired as an 
act of war, or merely fired into the air as an 
expressive gesture at a wedding.   

   

 

                                                 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
23 ipolitics.ca/.../canada-helped-get-aussie-drones-off-the-

ground-in-afghanistan, 5 January 2011. 
24 ‘Convenient Killing.’, op cit. 

http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/.../A.HRC.14.24.Add6.pdf�
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/.../A.HRC.14.24.Add6.pdf�
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Afghanistan 

It is very difficult to assess the number of people, 
either perceived militants, or innocent civilians, killed 
by UAV attacks in Afghanistan.  As Philip Alston says: 

It was clear during my mission to 
Afghanistan how hard it is even for forces 
on the ground to obtain accurate 
information. Testimony from witnesses 
and victims’ family members, showed that 
international forces were often too 
uninformed of local practices, or too 
credulous in interpreting information, to 
be able to arrive at a reliable 
understanding of a situation. International 
forces all too often based manned 
airstrikes and raids that resulted in killings 
on faulty intelligence. Multiple other 
examples show that the legality of a 
targeted killing operation is heavily 
dependent upon the reliability of the 
intelligence on which it is based. States 
must, therefore, ensure that they have in 
place the procedural safeguards necessary 
to ensure that intelligence on which 
targeting decisions are made is accurate 
and verifiable. 25

Pakistan 

 

More information is available on deaths caused by 
drones in Pakistan.  

Since 2004, armed drones have been deployed by the 
CIA in Pakistan, targeting members of Al Quaeda and 
the Haqqani network - ‘an independent insurgent 
group in Afghanistan and Pakistan closely allied with 
the Taliban,’ which is viewed by NATO and the US 
forces as a key threat to their forces in 
Afghanistan.26,27,28

                                                 
25 Ibid., para. 83, p. 25. 

    

26 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haqqani_network. 
27 "USAToday article". USAToday article. January 17, 2006.  

http://www.usatoday.com/news/world/2006-01-17-pakistan-    

strike_x.htm. Retrieved May 20, 2010.  Ali, Imtiaz; Ansari, 

Massoud (January 15, 2006). "article, "Pakistan fury as CIA     

airstrike on village kills 18"". London: Telegraph.co.uk.  

Retrieved May 20, 2010.  Whitlock, Craig (September 11, 2007).     

"The New Al-Qaeda Central: Far From Declining, the Network 

One estimate of the death toll from armed drone 
attacks in Pakistan, is that in 2009 there were 53 
drone attacks, with an estimated death toll of 709, 
and up to September 2010, about 650.29   Bergen and 
Tiedermann estimate that at least 10 or 11 ‘terrorist 
leaders’ have been killed by drones over the last two 
years30 and the total militants killed in 2010, ranges 
from 479 to 771.31 However, while enemy militants 
are the official targets, “the Washington-based think-
tank the Brooking Institute estimates that in Pakistan, 
for every ‘militant’ killed in a drone strike at least 10 
civilians also die”.32  Among the innocent victims in 
Pakistan have been children playing on their home 
roofs.33

In Pakistan, as Wikileaks reports, the definition of 
who is an ally and who a foe, is complex: 

    

US diplomats and spies believe that the 
[Pakistani] army and its Inter-Services 
Intelligence (ISI) spy agency continue 
quietly to back selected militant groups. 
Four are named: the Afghan Taliban, its 
allied Haqqani and Hekmatyar networks 
on the western Afghan frontier, and 
Lashkar-e-Taiba on the eastern border 
with India.34

 

 

                                                                                  
Has Rebuilt, With Fresh Faces and a Vigorous Media Arm".     

Washington Post. http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-

dyn/content/article/2007/09/08/AR2007090801845_pf.html. 

Retrieved  September 11, 2007. Carlotta Gall (2008-06-17). 

"Old-Line Taliban Commander Is Face of Rising Afghan Threat". 

New York Times.  

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/17/world/asia/17warlord.html. 

Retrieved 2009-02-10. 
28 Philip Alston, The UN Special Rapporteur on Extra-Judicial 

Killings, Philip Alston, May 2010 report ‘Study on Targeted     

Killings’ at 

http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/docs/.../A.HRC

.14.24.Add6.pdf, para. 20, p. 7. 
29 Ibid. 
30 http://www.newamerica.net/drones. 
31 http://counterterrorism.newamerica.net/drones#2010chart.  

N.B. Long War Journal editors have a different classification 

system and have about double the number of Senior al Qaeda 

and Taliban leaders killed this year to date. – see 

http://www.longjournal.org/pakistan-strikes-hvts.php -   

Personal communication from Richard Tanner, November 2010. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Ibid. 
34 Article ‘Cables not Islamabad duplicity’, in The Age, 2 

December 2010, p. 14. 
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THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE OF WAR 

Robotics warfare is the most significant development 
in the landscape of war since the nuclear bomb, in the 
view of author P. W. Singer.35

The normalisation of war, the inhumanity of armed 
drone raids, and the likely disconnection between 
feelings of the controllers and operators and the 
reality of the task, are main concerns.  Remote 
controller drone operators in Nevada often live a 
mere twenty minute drive away from their work 
computer where they sit and kill ‘the bad guys’.  The 
traditional divide between war, and everyday life 
outside the war zone life, is greatly diminished.  

 Robotics warfare 
challenges both the traditional values of what it is to 
be a soldier and the ethics of warfare, especially as it 
is accompanied by other changes in warfare. The 
dramatically accelerated use of robotics in the 
Afghanistan war, combined with the technological 
practicalities and decision-making processes entailed 
in their deployment, has further challenged 
traditional just war values of valour and responsibility.   
Because drone warfare is now emerging as the 
modern norm of warfare, it is essential peace workers 
understand the underpinnings and possible 
implications of this strategy. 

Paradoxically, the stress level for the drone remote 
controlling soldiers, who view detailed films of their 
targets and killing from afar, can be greater than for 
their predecessors, the bomber pilots, who did not 
see the effect of their operations.  FoR is concerned 
that drone controllers on long shifts can experience 
mental and emotional fatigue as a result of this 
distress.  

However, more research is needed.  As FoR points 
out, the computer game aspect, and lack of danger to 
the controller, can also place the operation in an 
“artificial meaning” framework similar to playstation 
games, where the fighting and violence may seem to 
the soldier operator, more of a game than reality.   

There is evidence that the US military is intentionally 
cultivating a “playstation mentality” towards real-life 
conflict, in both military personnel, and in society 
more broadly.  

                                                 
35 A view held by P. W. Singer, Wired for War. 

Since stopping the draft towards the end of the 
‘Vietnam War,’36 the US began, according to Project 
on Youth and Non-military Opportunities co-founder 
Rick Jahnkow, ‘mass marketing and sophisticated 
sales technique that not only win recruits but make 
US society more accepting to war as the way to deal 
with problems.’37  Over the last twenty years this has 
taken the form of a campaign ‘to invade youth culture 
with militarism.’38

Now each year the Pentagon, targeting potential 
youth recruitments, spends $US6 billion on ‘the latest 
digital gaming technology for training the armed 
forces’ producing a recruitment tool called 
“militainment.”

   

39  The Pentagon’s video “America’s 
Army,” one of the top 10 downloaded games on the 
internet, is described by Singer as “a first-person 
shooter” game, where the player is a soldier who 
goes out on various missions.”40  Jahnkow says these 
videos underplay the dangers of war to the American 
soldier. To access the game online you must sign up 
and give your personal details, which enables 
recruiters to find the player.  This has proved the 
most effective form of recruiting enacted by the US 
Army.41

And research shows that a young man’s brain ‘is not 
usually fully formed until about 24 years, and that the 
last part of the brain to develop is responsible for 
impulse control and risk assessment …’

   

42

Evidence from animal biology suggests that remote 
control operators could react unnaturally to the 
fighting and violence they view:  Psychoanalyst O. H. 
D. Blomfield writes: 

   

…Fighting in very many species is either 
sexual; or territorial aggression enriching 
the species instinct.  Tinbergen (1951) 

                                                 
36 Referred to in Vietnam as ‘the American War’. 
37 Article in The Age, Technology section: ‘US Army’s computer 

game recruiting plan takes fire,’ 22nd April, 2007.  

http://www.theage.com.au/.../us-armys-computer-game-

recruiting-plan-takes-fire-20070422-8tt.html. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Avril Moore, ‘War is no game, so why is it marketed to 

children as one?’, The Age, 15 June, 2010.   

http://www.theage.com.au/.../war-is-no-game-so-why-is-it-

marketed-to-children-as-one-20100614-ya3d.html. 
41 Avril Moore op; cit.  To view the military channel, see 

http://military.discovery.com. 
42 Ibid. 



 7 
points out that ‘it is a very striking and 
important fact that “fighting” in animals 
usually consists of threatening or bluff, … 
real fighting, in the sense of a physical 
struggle, is … seldom observed … The 
compromise that has developed is to have 
releasers that intimidate without causing 
damage.  This is why sexual fighting is 
often accompanied by an elaborate 
display of “gladiatorial vestments.”43

This sort of instinctual enrichment builds 
into the male a capacity for appropriate 
withdrawal when outside his territory or 
far from his female.  Tinbergen goes on: 
‘One reason why wholesale slaughter in 
modern warfare is so relatively easily 
accomplished is to be found in the modern 
long-range arms that prevent one 
witnessing the action of lethal weapons. 
Our instinctive reluctance to kill is 
strengthened by the sight of a dying man 
in mutilated condition … Our instinctive 
disposition has not changed with the rapid 
development of mechanical long-range 
killing apparatus.’

 

44,45

Will ‘the instinctive reluctance to kill’ be 
suppressed or modified by confusion between 
real and simulated violence; by the lack of 
personal danger to the operator of  remote 
control drones; and by the absurdly simplistic 
‘good guys versus bad guys’ stereotype which 
provide the main rules and limits for both 
engagement and accountability? 

 

 

HOW DID WE GET TO HERE? 

At the time of 9/11, there were only a handful of 
PackBots, Talons and drones in Iraq.  After PackBots 
and Talons helped clear up Ground Zero, robotics 

                                                 
43 N. Tinbergen, The Study of Instinct, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 

1951, p. 177, cited in O. H. D. Blomfield, ‘Human Destructive- 

ness: An Essay on Instinct, Foetal Existence and Infancy,’ Inter- 

national Review of  Psychoanalysis, 14, 1987, pp. 21 – 32, p. 

29.  This article was for an edition of Int. Rev. Psych-Anal., 

featuring articles about nuclear weapons. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Blomfield, op. cit. 

corporations were encouraged by the Pentagon to 
accelerate their production.  Since 2001, each year 
the amounts spent on ground robots have 
approximately doubled, and spending on drones has 
increased by about 23 per cent.  The war robot 
business grew by at least 60 per cent a year, 
culminating in a $286 million Pentagon contract in 
2008 to supply as many as three thousand more 
machines.46  In November 2005, the robotics public 
corporation iRobot, which manufactures Packbots, 
entered the stock market with its Initial Public 
Offering underwritten by the large investment 
bankers Morgan Stanley and J. P Morgan.  On the first 
day of trading, iRobot’s public value was $620 million, 
and an iRobot was invited, as that day’s celebrity bell-
ringer, to ring the bell marking the close of trading .47

 
   

 
 
Robotics in civilian life 
 
That wasn’t the first time a robot had rung the bell at 
the New York Stock Exchange, reflecting the massive 
financial profitability of the robotics industry over the 
last decade.  Robots such as the Roomba, a frisbee 
size vacuum cleaner for home use, and robot 
scrubbers for industry, provide cheaper labour for 
tasks which are often repetitive and boring, and also 
for dangerous tasks.  These are increasingly in high 
demand.  By 2003 three million Roombas had been 
sold in thousands of retail stores.  In the USA, one in 
ten workers in the automobile industry are robots.  
South Korea has stated its aim to have a robot in one 
in every four homes by 2014, and Japan deploys 
thousands of drones to crop spray.  The first robot to 
ring the opening bell at the New York Stock Exchange 
was, in fact, Honda’s four-foot high, human-looking 
robot, Asimo, celebrating both St Valentine’s Day and 
the anniversary of Honda’s twenty-fifth year on the 
Stock Exchange -  hence highlighting the close nexus 
on the Stock Exchange between romantic and 
financial profit pleasures.   
 
The iRobot corporation also profits from military 
robotics. In November 2010 they secured a $14 
million US army order to provide intelligence software 
upgrades and spare parts to previously deployed 
UGVs.48

                                                 
46 Singer, Wired for War,  p. 23. 

  The market analysis firm Visiongain 

47 Ibid. 
48 For example, the business on-line publication Xconomy: 

http://www.xconomy.com/detroit/2010/11/16/irobots-

http://www.xconomy.com/detroit/2010/11/16/irobots-michigan-unit-aids-in-military-deal/�


 8 
estimates that ‘the total global drone market will total 
nearly $71bn between 2010 -2020.’49

The changing landscape of war from human to robot 
combatants can also be seen in the changing statistics 
of military personnel actively involved in service over 
the last two hundred years. This can be correlated 
with contemporary attitudes opposing, and the 
collective psychical and material benefits gained, 
from war participation, by Britain and America.   

 While the US 
dominates the UAV market, Visiongain says that Israel 
is “both a leading exporter of UAVs and a key 
market”.  

British historian Linda Colley argues that Britain’s 
wars between 1689 and 1815 enabled Britain ‘to 
define itself against a real or imagined other’:50

What most enabled Great Britain to 
emerge as an artificial nation, and to be 
super-imposed onto older alignments and 
loyalties, was a series of massive wars 
between 1689 and 1815 that allowed its 
diverse inhabitants to focus on what they 
had in common, rather than on what 
divided them, and that forged an overseas 
empire from which all parts of Britain 
could secure real as well as psychic profits. 
…

 

51

Britons defined themselves in terms of 
their common Protestantism as contrasted 
with the Catholicism of Continental 
Europe. They defined themselves against 
France throughout a succession of major 
wars with that power. And they defined 
themselves against the global empire won 
by way of these wars. They defined 
themselves, in short, not just through an 

 

                                                                                  
michigan-unit-aids-in-military-deal/    16/11/2010 states that 

the corporation iRobot landed a $14 million order to provide 

intelligence software upgrades and spare parts to previously 

deployed  unmanned ground vehicles called PackBots for the 

U.S. Army. (The military has used the robots in war zones in  

Afghanistan and Iraq for bomb disposal and other dangerous 

missions.) The order came through the Army’s Robotic Systems 

Joint Progress Office (RSJPO) in Warren, MI, Dyer said.  … this 

was the 20th order made under what is an ongoing $286 million 

contract … 

49  www.for.org.uk/files/drones-conv-killing.pdf.  
50 Colley, ‘Britishness and Otherness:  an Argument’, Journal of 

British Studies, Oct 1992, 31: 309-329, p. 311. 
51 Ibid., p. 316. 

internal and domestic dialogue but in 
conscious opposition to the Other beyond 
their shores.52

As Colley informs, the percentage of men in the army 
gradually grew until by 1815, one million men (20% or 
one in five) Britons were in military uniform.

 

53  This 
has now dropped to 0.18% (one in five thousand). In 
the US, it is approximately 4.56%.54

 

  In the US, the 
main immediate politically sensitive objection to war 
voiced by the community is the deaths of American 
soldiers: a problem which the use of robotics, in 
theory, addresses. 
 
 
Drones and the history of aerial bombing 
  
The phenomenon of armed drones, can be seen as a 
continuation of the historical trajectory of a 
“revolution in American war-fighting doctrine” vividly 
described by eminent American historian David M. 
Kennedy.55

The advent of mechanized flight … could 
render the traditional battlefield obsolete.  
It was now possible to over-fly the point 
where armed forces had clashed in combat 
since time immemorial and to deliver one’s 
blow not against the adversary’s troops 
but against his domestic heartland.  By 
crippling his economic base, and, not 

 According to Kennedy, the US’s 
development and deployment of ‘strategic aerial 
warfare’ in World War 11 put into practice the 
theories of Italian military analyst Giulio Douhet who, 
‘appalled by the futile carnage of stalemated trench 
warfare between 1914 and 1918,’ sought ‘a means to 
fight the next war in a less costly and more effective 
fashion.’  Douhet’s canon of ‘strategic aerial bombing’ 
is here recounted by Kennedy:  

                                                 
52 Ibid. 
53 Ibid., p. 322.  This statistic of one million men includes the 

militia and the East India Company’s army. 
54 According to Wikipedia via 

www.nationmaster.com/graph/mil_mil_cap_mil_cap_act_tro-

military-capabiliti..., the number of active American troops in 

2010 is 1,415,289, and 

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_population states the 

November  2010 population of the United States of America is 

310,666,000. 
55 David M. Kennedy, A Tale of Three Cities.  How the United 

States won World War 11, North American Studies Bernard     

Bailyn Lecture No. 7, La Trobe University, 2001. 

http://www.for.org.uk/files/drones-conv-killing.pdf�
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incidentally, by simultaneously terrorizing 
his civilian population, such deep 
penetration, or ‘strategic’ bombing would 
at once deprive the enemy of his capacity 
to support a force in the field, as well as 
break his people’s will to continue fighting.  
For those who could carry it off, strategic 
bombing promised rich rewards:  a brief 
war, with relatively few casualties, and 
minimum disruption of one’s own social 
and economic structure. 56

By 1937 Boeing Corporation’s Model 299, known as 
the B-17, was in production.  The first deployment of 
America’s long-range bombers occurred on 17 August 
1942 when B-17s bombed Rouen.  The lead pilot was 
a man by the name of Paul Tibbets.  During World 
War 11, approximately 13,000 B-17s, 18,000 B-24 
‘Liberators’, followed by 3763 B-29s were 
manufactured in American plants.

 

57

Nineteen-forty was the eleventh year of 
the Great Depression in the United States.  
Other nations, conspicuously Germany, 
had by then restored their economies to 
relatively normal levels of output and 
employment.   . . .More than 40 per cent of 
all white households and 95 per cent of all 
African-American households lived in 
poverty in 1940.

  As Kennedy 
informs: 

58

In December 1940, Roosevelt, in a speech to rally the 
nation to support American military developments, 
declared that the United States intended to be the 
world’s ‘great arsenal of democracy.’  America’s new 
war-fighting doctrine which began operating in World 
War 11, transformed its economy.  By 1945, America 
led an army of 16,000,000

  

59 - 8.75% of its entire 
population60 - ‘the most formidable military the world 
has ever known,’61

                                                 
56 Ibid., p. 7. 

 and had achieved full 
employment.   

57 Ibid. p. 8. 
58 Kennedy, p. 2. 
59 Kennedy, p. 4. 
60 From website:  www.infoplease.com/year/1945.html The 

population of America in 1945 was 139,928,165 
61 Kennedy, p. 4. 

NUMBERS OF CIVILIANS AND MILITARY KILLED 
DURING WORLD WAR 1162

 

 

Since the 1942 Rouen bombing, says Kennedy, 
America’s ’reliance on strategic aerial warfare has 
dominated American war-fighting doctrine’67  Three 
years later, on the 6 August 1945, Paul Tibbets, lead 
pilot of the Rouen raid, piloted  the Enola Gay to drop 
the first atomic bomb on Hiroshima.68

The psychology of aerial bombing and drone warfare 

 

As stated by Eliot Cohen, the director of the strategic 
studies program at John Hopkins University, and one 
of the key leaders of Washington’s “defense 
establishment,” the rationale for drone deployment is 
identical with the initial Douhet rationale of strategic 
aerial warfare.  Cohen says of drone deployment: “Its 

                                                 
62 Kennedy, pp. 13-14. 
63 The six American civilians, in a wood in Oregon, found a 

Japanese fire bomb which exploded when tugged, in May 1945. 

Ibid. 
64 About 4,000,000 of these civilians were Jews: Kennedy, p. 8. 
65 Most of these civilians were victims of Anglo-American 

strategic bombing attacks. Ibid., p. 13. 
66 Ibid. The one million Japanese civilians were killed by ‘the so-

called conventional B-29 fire-bombing raids which commenced  

in late 1944 and continued even after the Hiroshima nuclear 

bomb.’   
67 Ibid. 
68 Ibid. 

NATION CIVILIANS MILITARY  

UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA 

                    663     405,399  

GREAT BRITAIN          100,000     250,000 

CHINA       6,000,000  4,000,000 

YUGOSLAVIA       2,000,000 relatively few 

POLAND   6-8,000,00064  2,000,000  

GERMANY       1,000,00065  5,500,000  

JAPAN       1,000,00066  2,000,000  

http://www.infoplease.com/year/1945.html�
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closest parallel may be the effect of strategic bombing 
lessons from the past.  The foe just gets defiant, but 
also depressed over time.”69  An extra twist, Cohen 
thinks, is that the unmanned nature of drones will 
give them a dramatically increased psychological 
punch: “They [the side facing the robots] will feel like 
they are always being watched, that they face a 
nonhuman foe that is relentless.”70  Cohen describes 
Afghanistan as the ‘Fourth World War” (the Cold War 
being the third).: “It plays to our strength.  The thing 
that scares people is our technology.”71

The psychology of drone warfare, however, is not 
playing out as Cohen predicts. Collective psyche 
responses to war are unpredictable,

 

72 especially 
across different cultures.73  As a US marine general 
articulated, regarding places such as Afghanistan: 
“Courage is the coin of the realm.”  “Showing 
personal bravery, which you cannot do with a robot, 
builds trust and alliance in a way that money or 
power never can.”74  Drones have reduced the 
number of foreign boots on the ground, but this is 
contrary to the anticipated victor’s usual projected 
aim of “moving into enemy territory and taking 
charge.”75  In fact, the relative absence of foreign 
troops accompanying these unmanned airplanes and 
ground robots in Afghanistan, and even more so in 
Pakistan where drones are the main visible evidence 
of US military presence, is “enhancing the spirit of 
defiance.”76  The practice of American soldiers in 
Afghanistan of taping Playboy centerfolds on the side 
of Packbots and Talons,77 must, at the least, 
strengthen that defiance.  Attrition rates in the new 
Afghanistan Police and Army are higher than the 
recruitment rate,78

                                                 
69 Singer, p. 297. 

 suggesting that many Afghanis 
thought were “on-side” are not.  In contrast, as a 
senior American military man stated recently, no 
matter how many Taliban are killed, they have no 

70 Ibid., p. 298. 
71 Ibid. 
72 Singer, p. 323. 
73 Singer, Chapter 15- ‘The Psychology of Warbots’ pp. 297-

325, passim. 
74 Singer, p. 307. 
75 Ibid., p. 308. 
76 Ibid. 
77 Ibid., p. 27. 
78 Bob Woodward, 7.30 Report, 6 October 2010, 

www.abc.net.au/7.30/content/2010/s3032431.htm. 

problem recruiting new members to replace them.  
The only solution, he thinks, is dialogue.79

Negative responses, both locally and more broadly, 
are multiplied and intensified when American drones 
kill innocent civilians.  This is occurring not only in 
Afghanistan, but also in Pakistan, as seen when as a 
result of the drone killings of innocent civilians, 
Pakistanis cooperated to blockade aid-carrying trucks 
to Afghanistan.  Some anti-war activists call American 
drone deployment in Pakistan, ‘the undeclared war 
on Pakistan.’  On the internet, accompanying a photo 
of a drone, the following caption typifies negative 
responses:  

 

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) 
unmanned drones have killed untold 
numbers of civilians in Pakistan. The 
United States imperialists have stepped-up 
their aggressive assaults on the people of 
central and south Asia in the quest to 
conquer Afghanistan.  United States 
directed drones engineered by the CIA 
have killed many civilians in Pakistan as 
well as army personnel. The use of these 
offensive weapons have increased under 
the Obama administration.80

FUTURE PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS  

    

Ancient wisdom states that every thought of an 
individual is registered in his/her body as a 
sensation,81 a fact now supported by ‘modern’ laws of 
physics and psychoanalysis.  That same ancient 
wisdom states it is a universal law of nature that 
every intentionally negative re-action to a feeling 
creates a multitude of negative re-actions.82

This perspective adds weight to David M. Kennedy’s 
statement that the present is pregnant with 
possibilities for the future.   Emotions serve to compel 

     Is this 
merely a saying, or a biological fact? 

                                                 
79 SBS World News 16 November 2010. 
80rickrozoff.wordpress.com/.../americas-undeclared-war-

deadly-drone-attacks-in-pakistan-reach-record-high 
81 A theory taught by Siddhartha Guatemala Buddha in about 

600BC. 
82 The theory of karma – of cause and effect of intentional 

actions – prevalent in the ancient East was developed by 

Siddhartha Guatemal Buddha as part of his theory of the nature 

of mind. 
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us to action.83  What emotions is this robotics warfare 
creating in which collective psyches?  What is likely to 
be the future heritage of the deployment of drones in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan, due to how this is 
interpreted by both individual, and more importantly, 
collective psyches, and subsequently the likely 
intentional negative reaction cycles to drone warfare 
in Afghanistan and Pakistan?  With the dramatically 
increased presence of unmanned planes and ground 
robots replacing American and allied military 
personnel on the ground, and fewer American and 
allied military personnel being killed, fewer people on 
the American home front have direct connection with 
these wars, fewer have lost loved ones, and 
information about the war can be more easily 
controlled. Research by American journalist-author 
Bob Woodward reveals that President Obama himself 
experienced great difficulty finding out the facts on 
Afghanistan from his military executives.84

Concealment may reduce opposition to the 
Afghanistan war temporarily n the US and Australia.  
But commitment to war by a democratically-elected 
state government is reliant upon support for that war 
by the collective psyche of its citizens.  Buddhist 
theories suggest that the collective primitive 
fight/flight defence: ‘we the good guys versus they 
the evil other,’ is the usual and most powerful 
paradigm within citizen collective psyches supporting 
wars which are led and maintained by democratic 
states.  This paradigm is buttressed by perceived 
threats to the state, whether the threats are real, 
imagined, or intentionally created.  This ‘we the good 
- they the bad’ paradigm is also sustained by our 
craving for homogeneity,

   

85 by collective intolerance 
of cultural diversity, by collective narcissism, and by 
‘putting nation above humanity.’86

                                                 
83 Psychiatrist Dr. Byron Rigby, personal communication, 

November 2010. 

 This paradigm is 
further under-girded by the concealment of facts 
which challenge it – facts such as the number of 
innocent civilians being killed, and the actual private 

84 Bob Woodward on the 7.30 Report, 6 Oct 2010, discussing 

his research detailed in his recently published book Obama’s 

Wars.  See transcript at 

www.abc.net.au/7.30/content/2010/s3032431.htm. 
85 Buddhist and Oxford Professor of Pali Richard Gombrich 

spoke of ‘our craving for homogeniety’ as an obstacle to seeing 

things as they are, in his lecture ‘What Buddha Really Taught’, 

at Monash Asia Institute 20/6/2002. 
86 Thank you nephew Jimmy-Li Gerrand, a view he articulated 

when aged 14, in 2008. 

and state beneficiaries of the massive financial 
profit from war armaments.  

 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE CAMPAIGN TO ABOLISH 
NUCLEAR WEAPONS   

What are the implications of this robotics warfare?  
We need to look more broadly at more than just the 
effects on the people of Afghanistan and Pakistan, 
their diasporas, and friends. Following the invasion of 
Iraq, and with devastation in Afghanistan now 
accompanied by a deluge of armed, unmanned 
drones killing innocent civilians, citizens of other 
countries must be asking: ‘Will we be next?’ ‘What 
technology do we need to deter such an invasion?’  
Worse still, extremists may be asking: ‘How can we 
best deliver revenge?’  President Obama, after finally 
learning the facts and their context about what was 
actually occurring in Afghanistan, articulated his 
concern that an outcome of the war in Afghanistan 
could be a nuclear bomb attack on an American city, 
after which, the 9/11 terrorist attack would appear a 
mere footnote in this century’s history.87

It has been suggested that drones will be sold to 
America’s enemy nations as an alternative to nuclear 
weapons.  However Joseph Camilleri suggests that 
one reason for nations developing a nuclear weapons 
program, is that this is perceived as the most likely 
deterrent to invasion by the US.

    

88  Myanmar 
apparently plans to establish its own nuclear weapons 
program. Is Al Quaeda using Pakistan as a safe haven 
due to a belief that Pakistan’s nuclear weapons 
program will prevent American invasion?  It is clear 
that the US military, now researching the potential of 
drones to carry nuclear weapons, does not view 
armed drones as an alternative to nuclear weapons.89

 

   

DIAGNOSIS 

There are many angles from which to view the war in 
Afghanistan.  Peter Wigg details the financial and 

                                                 
87 Bob Woodward, op.cit. 
88 Professor Joe Camilleri stated this at a public meeting in 

Melbourne, 2009. 
89 Cole, Dobbing and Haywood, ‘Convenient Killing.  Armed 

Drones and the ‘Playstation Mentality’, op. cit. 
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human costs of this war to date. He suggests that the 
purpose of the war in Afghanistan is revenge by the 
US for the humiliation it experienced from 9/11. This, 
apart from killing 2,966 American civilians, was a 
powerful symbolic attack on American national pride.  
The motive of revenge is even more understandable 
when 9/11 is viewed in the context of the trajectory 
of America’s self-appointed role as the ‘arsenal of 
democracy,’ the US military self-perception that it is 
the appropriate ruler for our world, and that a main 
signifier of its superpower status is that it can always 
protect its’ civilian population. There are broader 
benefits for the US from the Afghanistan war: (i) the 
self-appointed need for the American state to assert 
itself as the super-power, the military boss of the 
global stage; (ii) economic benefits to the US, 
including both direct employment for US citizens and 
through armaments production and trading; and (iii) 
the psychic benefit of the creation of a real enemy-
other, of gigantic proportions, which requires a super-
power to combat. 

The creation of the “enemy other” may fill other 
psychological needs. America’s foreign policy of 
strategic aerial bombing was devised during the 
nation’s Great Depression, which historians have 
suggested was collectively experienced as a national 
trauma.90 One way of coming out of severe 
depression, is paranoia - creating an enemy–other91

American theologian William Cavanaugh argues that a 
myth of “religious violence” is used to justify 
retaliation. He states that, while violence deemed 
‘religious’ is usually condemned, ‘organized slaughter 
on behalf of the nation is often seen as necessary or 
laudable’.

 - 
a creation likely to be sustained if there are 
accompanying rewards.   

92

                                                 
90 For example in the eminent Australian American historian John 

Salmond’s The New Deal, Melbourne, Cheshire, 1970,.  This 

exceptionally clearly written history is now in the US secondary 

school curriculum. 

  Dr. Cavanaugh, while challenging the 
myth of the separation of religion from politics, 
economics and culture states, also perceives that 

91 An explanation by Dr. Byron Rigby, in response to my 

comment that I thought the Great Depression was a national 

trauma for America. 
92 William T. Cavanaugh, ‘Does Religion Cause Violence? The 

Struggle For Peace,’ Public Seminar, Sidney Myer Asia Centre, 

University of Melbourne, Parkville, 2006. 

the myth of “religious” violence is prevalent 
because people in the West find it 
comforting and ideologically useful. In 
certain situations faiths such as 
Christianity and Islam can and do 
contribute to violence and … we should not 
ignore these types of violence. [However] 
the myth of religious violence promotes a 
dichotomy - us in the secular West who are 
rational and peacemaking, and them, the 
hordes of violent religious fanatics in the 
Muslim world.  Regrettably, we find 
ourselves forced to bomb them into the 
higher rationality.93

Research, says Cavanaugh, shows that more 
Americans are prepared to kill and/or die for their 
country, than they are for a religion.

 

94

In 2010, the US is again in deep and widespread 
economic difficulties with severe unemployment. 
Robotics have not won the war in Afghanistan for the 
US.  Is this war being maintained and sustained, not 
only because of a need for revenge, but because it is 
succeeding in providing and dramatically increasing, a 
new enemy other?  One of global proportions, for the 
US to define itself against, a coloured, undemocratic 
and non-Christian other, while simultaneously 
providing significant material financial profit from war 
armaments, and employment opportunities for US 
citizens? This problem is all the more difficult to 
tackle when the issue of state dependence upon 
defence-related income is further complicated by the 
contemporary economic vulnerability of the US, and 
the global pervasion of the neo-conservative agenda, 
which is generally eroding parliamentary 
democracy,

   

95

While drones have the potential for decreasing 
warfare destruction, they are at present, as FoR 
perceive, a tactic, not a strategy,

 and reducing public discourse about 
social issues to profit and loss arguments. 

96

                                                 
93 Ibid. 

 and are being 
deployed, it is argued, by an emotionally and 
physically remote, robotically operating thought 
collective with a self-perpetuating, overly simplistic 
binary ‘us-them’/’friend-enemy’ conceptual 

94 Ibid. 
95 Waleed Aly, "What's Right: The Future of Conservatism in 

Australia." Quarterly Essay, (37), 2010. 
96 ‘A Convenient  Killing’, op cit. 
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framework.  This is the absolute antithesis to 
constructive community-building, where the 
necessary knowledge about the community collected 
before intervening is acquired by direct face–to-face, 
empathetic and bonding contact. The robotics 
warfare tactic in Afghanistan and Pakistan is in fact,  
traumatically undermining constructive, creative, and 
‘tried and true’ approaches to community building 
such as outlined in the MAPW publication Vision 
2030,97

In conclusion, therefore, both the issues specific to 
drones as outlined in this paper, and issues about the 
war in Afghanistan as outlined in Peter Wigg’s MAPW 
discussion paper, indicate that longer-standing issues 
beyond this war need to be addressed, about 
alternatives to violence for resolving conflict.  How 
else can we achieve the necessary longer-term 
community-building in Afghanistan and Pakistan, and 
the very survival of our world in a form which future 
generations will find desirable?  And while the 
present approach to drone deployment in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan continues it will harden 
enmity and increase cycles of violence, so that global 
abolition of nuclear weapons is far less likely to occur. 

  some of which are official US policy in 
Afghanistan.  Thus drone deployment, despite its 
potential to lessen war destruction, is contributing 
significantly to tragic and worsening present, and 
likely tragic and worsening future situations in both 
Afghanistan and Pakistan, and likely in other parts of 
our globe. 

Written and researched by Jenny Gerrand, MAPW 
member, with thanks for input and feedback from 
Nancy Atkin, Jim Gerrand, Barbara Hadkinson, Dr. 
Peter Karamoskos, Professor Richard Tanter, and Dr. 
Sue Wareham. 

Read more at www.mapw.org.au 

                                                 
97 For example, as outline in articles in the MAPW publication 

Vision 2030.  An alternative approach to Australian security.  A 
response to the Australian Federal Governent’s 2009 defence 
white paper, Defending Australia in the Asia Pacific Century: 
Force 2030. For summary of recommendations p. 40. 


